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Hack Attack

When you think of hacking, what comes to mind? Typically, breaking into servers, stealing data, or disrupting computer systems. However, high school students have taken hacking to a new level by creating their own digital space.

Just Ask Us

George Zimmerman recently announced his intention to run for office. He has been active in local politics and hopes to make a difference.

41% said yes

What else are you going to do with the game?

Delores Wilson (11)

59% said no

Would you ever say that someone has a gun?

Morgan Shaffer (10)

PG Recovering from last week's storm

Power outages in many neighborhoods after several storms hit the Pleasant Grove area Monday night.

According to Entergy, about 75% of its customers lost electricity.

Math teacher Michelle Mitchell was one of the last to get her power back on.

"Sleeping with no power isn't that bad," said Mitchell. "But if you don't do something you want to do before night falls, then it's really hard to do anything.

For other victims of the storms, the week has been lonely, having to rely on family and friends to help with their problems.

Blythe Martin's house was crushed under a tree as a result of the storm, making it difficult to go about their daily lives.

Blythe's family's power was eventually restored at 10:30 p.m., two days later, but restoring power to the city was only the first step.

The city is still recovering, and people's homes and businesses remain damaged.
Presentation creates discussion
Black History Month aimed to educate, leave impact

Kendra Raths
kendra.raths@bloomington.k12.mn.us

The government was planning against them,” Broom said.
We need to keep up with the question and answer sessions and when
there is news.

Reese student awareness:
Samantha Joye, Olivia and Shalyn Morgan sit as masters of ceremony
during the event Feb. 2.

Chloe Amundson’s memory lives on

March 3 from an incident that occurred during her recovery.
Nancy Zizman, Amundson’s mother, remembers her individually.
“Chloe was special. She was funny. She was loving (and generous),”
Junior LeAnn Hilden, a close friend of
Chloe Amundson.

Chloe Amundson’s memory lives on

March 3 from an incident that occurred during her recovery.
Nancy Zizman, Amundson’s mother, remembers her individually.
“Chloe was special. She was funny. She was loving (and generous),”
Junior LeAnn Hilden, a close friend of
Chloe Amundson.

Community remembers junior’s personal identity, life
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District budgets for windfall
Money to fund wide-reaching upgrades

By SARA SMITH

In the coming school year, Roseville High School could see additional classroom, expanded campus activity feature, improved facilities, and the installation of renovated HVAC systems.

Technology and sustainability
Although the funding is being distributed to the district to cover costs and how much it grows to each site, $1,500,000 is going to be given to RISD Projects.

RHS puts Capstone program on hold
Block schedule, upset programs prompt concerns

By LUCY MILLER

College Board accepted Roseville High School into its Advanced Placement Capstone program, but administration elected to delay the process due to logistical challenges.

The capstone program would have been a year of AP classes, AP Studio, and IB Research. Despite difficulties, the capstone program would have given special privileges to students entering the capstone program.

District initiatives take on intolerance
Reformed policy, speaker series among efforts

By ROSE KLEIN

Roseville Joint Union High School District has introduced a new policy to address and prevent hate and violence.

The policy was proposed by the request of students and teachers regarding their issues.

Dropout prevention beefs up

By JOfELGAN

Math teachers grapple with IM2 implementation

By SARAH MILLER

Despite the early struggles, IM2 teacher leaders have high hopes for the program.

IM2 requires teachers and students to work together and understand the new curriculum.
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UPCOMING
- AP Exam: Online registration for Advanced Placement exams ends at 5 p.m. Friday
- Thursday, May 26 and Friday, May 27: Makeup dates for days missed last week due to snow
- Choral Concert: Choir performs tonight at 7 p.m. in the auditorium

INSIDE LOOK

Page 2
Speech qualifies 35 entries for state competition after Sectionals

Page 4
With recent release of Netflix original series "Patriot House," a sequel is TV show "Full House." Crier staff member reviews 50s sitcoms.

Page 10
Boys' basketball compete at Sectionals tomorrow against East Chicago Central at 7 p.m.

Don't talk about RACE

Students provide perspectives on stigma surrounding discussion on race

Jordan Zywnski  Sports Editor

Everyone is talking about what happened, yet no one will talk about it.

Beyoncé produced and performed a hit song criticizing Kendrick Lamar exposed it during his Grammy performance, Chris Rock, while hosting the Oscars, opened it into a scalding poke. The "F" is racism. It makes headlines. It is controversial and sensitive. It is treated as taboo.

For Vivian Rohe, niece, and many other individuals, racism affects their lives.

"When I was six, I was at a dance competition and they wouldn't let me change in the dressing room with everyone else," Vivian said. "When I was nine, I was at a restaurant after a competition and a group of girls walked past me and said, "Why did they let those F---s in?"

Racism exists. And with yesterday ending Black History Month, the importance of discussing issues like racism is raised. Yet, while recognizing the accomplishments and resilience of a race, we must also think of the racism that undeniably plagues it.

What is perceived as "racist" can range from the most extreme situations to microaggressions, such as making insensitive...
What Does It Mean to be an American?

The Fourcast takes a look into multiculturalism and how Hypenated Americans find a place in our society.
Art, whether visual, visual, or otherwise, is often a solitary pursuit. However, at Sandpoint High School, there are four student artists who challenge that norm in their creative endeavors.

by Sarah Wells, Photo Editor &
Wesley Jordan, Staff Writer

Orion & Reid
Goetgheber

What began in their art class as a way to unwind and explore their interests, Orion & Reid Goetgheber soon found themselves creating pieces that pushed the boundaries of their artistic style. "I think art is the best way to express your emotions," Reid says. "Art is a form of self-expression, and I like to use it to explore my thoughts and feelings." Orion agrees, adding that art allows them to "think outside the box" and explore new ideas in a creative way.

Cal & Camrin
Dennova

Music artists

Below, Camrin and Cal's music recording and producing equipment.

Simultaneously, Dennova has been working on a series of music videos for his own projects, often collaborating with other artists to create something truly unique. "I love the idea of creating music videos that tell a story," he says. "It's a way to bring emotion and meaning to the music, and I think it's a powerful tool to engage with my audience." Camrin, on the other hand, is focused on the technical aspects of music production, often experimenting with new software and plugins to create innovative sounds and textures.

Both artists have a shared passion for their craft and a desire to share their art with others. "I want people to feel something when they listen to my music," Cal says. "I want it to be emotional and connect with them on a deep level." Camrin echoes this sentiment, adding that "music has the power to move people, to inspire and to heal. It's a language that everyone understands, and I'm grateful to be a part of it."
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IS RACE TEARING US APART?

The Kirkwood Call • Volume 97, Issue 9 • 03.11.2015
Kirkwood High School • 801 W. Essex • thekirkwoodcall.com
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STEM sells
The next generation of scientists will come from places like JHMS.
And many of them will be girls. PAGE 3

Eighth-grader Olivia Schottler assembles her Ferris wheel design during STEM class.
tiger times

LET'S TALK ABOUT SEX ED, BABY

It’s a hard topic. Parents dread saying it, children dread hearing it and, most of all, schools dread discussing it. The phrase “sex education” triggers extreme reactions in most people, but should it be a part of our curriculum?

>> page 14

Texas High School • 4001 Summerhill Road, Texarkana, TX 75503 • tigertimesonline.com
WHY OUR SCHOOL IS SILENT
TISD officials address why we lack a sex education program

By LAUREN BURNHAM

Many believe that parents should be the ones responsible for teaching their children about sex, but the reality is that this isn’t always the case. While schools may not provide the necessary education, there are ways parents can still make sure their children are informed.

The lack of sex education in schools is a major concern for many parents. In a survey conducted by the National Campaign to Prevent Teen and Unplanned Pregnancy, 70% of parents said they would prefer their children to get sex education at home rather than at school.

Parents are often hesitant to talk to their children about sex because they feel uncomfortable or unsure of what to say. However, it is important to have these conversations as it will help prepare their children for future situations.

Some parents believe that sex education is not necessary because their children will learn about it from their peers or through media. While this is true to some extent, it is important to make sure that the information their children are receiving is accurate and age-appropriate.

In addition to providing the necessary information, parents can also discuss the emotional and physical aspects of sex. They can talk about the importance of making responsible decisions and the potential consequences of not doing so.

Overall, it is clear that schools need to provide better sex education programs. By doing so, they will be helping to prepare their students for the future.

A Touchy Subject

MORE THAN JUST MEDIA

Sex Education has to be more than just from the Internet

THAT'S A WRAP

TV skips over the most important parts of sex, causing a need for proper education

In-depth

LATEST TRENDS

Pregnancy Rates in America

- TX: 31% of teen girls
- MA: 21% of teen girls
- NY: 20% of teen girls
- OH: 18% of teen girls
- CA: 16% of teen girls

Teen birth rates have been on the decline, with the lowest rates ever recorded.

TITUS-WASHBURNE SURVEY

What are your thoughts on the decline in teen birth rates?

- 75% of respondents believe it is due to better education
- 20% believe it is due to the Pill
- 5% believe it is due to better sexual abstinence

The decline in teen birth rates is a positive sign, but there is still work to be done to ensure that all teenagers have access to the information they need to make informed decisions.
gender

noun | gen·der | /ˈjen-der/

1. the state of being male or female (typically used with reference to social and cultural differences rather than biological ones)

The notion is spreading to include a more relevant sociology in which all adults and trans* are treated equally through a better understanding of who they believe themselves to be. With a growing visibility of transgender rights, the dial law is quickly shifting towards exploration of the intersectional experiences of gender.

In high schools, transgender students are often ostracized. From being referred to as certain terms to being excluded from sports, stereotypes that are often perpetuated are often used to mistreat the minority to assert their presence in society.

"A trans* person is someone who identifies with a gender that does not match the sex they were assigned at birth," said a spokesperson for a trans* rights organization. "Trans* people are often ostracized because they do not conform to binary gender norms."

Yet, with the changing world, the increased visibility of transgender rights, and the growing awareness of the importance of including transgender voices in the conversation, we are seeing a shift in the way society views trans* people. The goal is to ensure that trans* people are given equal opportunities and rights, just like any other individual.

the highlander • march 4, 2016
Kansas City was a baseball town through and through. The Royals were a team that had fans all over the country, and the city celebrated every win as if it were the World Series. The feeling was contagious, and everywhere you looked, people were decked out in blue and white, cheering on their beloved Royals.

The playoffs were exciting, but the World Series was the ultimate goal. Fans gathered in the streets, honking their horns and waving flags, as the Royals took on the best teams in baseball. The games were intense, but the excitement never waned.

When the final out was made, the crowd erupted in cheers. The Royals had done it! They had won the World Series, and the city celebrated with parades and parties all throughout the night.

It was a moment that will be remembered for years to come. The Royals had brought baseball to the heart of the city, and the fans had shown their support every step of the way. It was a win that everyone could enjoy, and it brought the community together in a way that nothing else could.

The celebration continued throughout the week, with parties and events throughout the city. The Royals were champions, and the fans were celebrating every moment of it. It was a time of joy and happiness, and it brought the city together in a way that was unlike anything else.

The Royals had won the World Series, and the city celebrated with them. It was a moment that will be remembered for years to come, and it showed that the Royals had the support of the entire city.

The World Series had brought the city together, and the Royals had won it all. It was a moment of pride and joy, and the fans were ready to celebrate for years to come.
Little Hawk sports staffers Jim Geerdes and Lydia Kaufmann get one-on-one interviews with their top picks for freshmen to watch during the 2015-16 school year.

EMMA COOPER

Standing at nearly 5-foot-9, Emma Cooper is a force to be reckoned with on the soccer field. Despite her height, she has the speed and quickness to keep up with the younger players. Emma is a key player for the City High girls’ soccer team, and her leadership is evident on and off the field. Emma is a great addition to the City High team and will be a valuable asset for the rest of the season.

ELLIE EVANS

Ellie Evans is a junior at City High and a member of the volleyball team. She has been a key player for the team for the past three years and has helped lead the team to several conference championships. Ellie is a great asset to the team and is always ready to step up and make a big play.

KYLE HUFFMAN

Kyle Huffman is a senior at City High and a member of the wrestling team. He has been a key player for the team for the past four years and has helped lead the team to several conference championships. Kyle is a great asset to the team and is always ready to step up and make a big play.

ABBY POSTMAN

Abby Postman is a junior at City High and a member of the dance team. She has been a key player for the team for the past three years and has helped lead the team to several conference championships. Abby is a great asset to the team and is always ready to step up and make a big play.

BEN STEVE

Ben Steve is a senior at City High and a member of the baseball team. He has been a key player for the team for the past four years and has helped lead the team to several conference championships. Ben is a great asset to the team and is always ready to step up and make a big play.

RYLAND THREKOLD-WIEGAND

Ryland Threhold-Wiegand is a senior at City High and a member of the track and field team. He has been a key player for the team for the past four years and has helped lead the team to several conference championships. Ryland is a great asset to the team and is always ready to step up and make a big play.
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DEC. 16-18 SEMESTER EXAMS
"It means a lot of studying, working hard and basically killing yourself at the end of the year," senior David Sampson said.

DEC. 17 DONUT BOWL
"The Donut Bowl is a deligable tournament happening before we get out for break," senior Joviena Walker said. "It was created by Zach Phillips, Mr. Chad, JT and Alexa who will be participating.

DEC. 21 WINTER BREAK BEGINS
"Hopefully I'll have another job so I'll be working again and get more money," senior Trevor Williams said. "I don't really have any plans except to hang out with friends and Christmas (for he with family.)"

STAY CONNECTED

#mysbigmoment

JAN. 9 TIGERS G HT TALENT
"It's a really fun competition. I enjoyed being in it," senior Bailey Garvey said. "The Donut Bowl is a deligable tournament happening before we get out for break."

JAN. 22 EMMA
"I'm going to be a prop for the cheer section," senior Taylor Green said. "I'm a singer in it. It's a part of the welcoming committee."

JAN. 23 SWIM DISTRICT MEET
"Districts are our last home event. It's definitely our last, and it's usually the most fun because of the start of our championship season," senior Taylor Davis said. "I'm most excited about being able to spend time with all my close friends."

ACT/SAT

@TheChazDavis
"I'm just looking forward we were just freshmen, and coach Bryant was really nice."

@grantowens
"I feel so good to be happy."

@kaitlyn_alexis
"The most important lesson you learn is high school is to never care about what other people think and never change for anyone.”

in this issue

21 The Second Win
by describing his team's achievement and their future plans.

26 About to Sleep
by discussing the upcoming school events and activities.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
New lunch options in cafeterias meant to appeal more to students' preferences

NYSSA DIAO // STORY

This semester, the “Fast Track” lunch line in the main cafeteria began to serve food through the use of “top it” bars. These bars serve Mexican, Asian and Italian foods, as well as potato skins and salads, and they allow students to choose toppings they would like on their lunches.

Sophomore Katherine Long has school lunch two or three times a week and said the addition of the line has allowed school food to be viewed in a more positive light.

“I was not expecting the best from this (change) to be honest,” Long said. “I was expecting it to be pretty bad, but there’s a lot of different things up there. You can’t be 100 percent healthy, but it gives you an option to put what you want in (your lunch).”

According to CHS cafeteria manager Theresa Quadri, the cafeteria planned on including the bars as part of the menu last year, so they wanted to try them out to see whether or not they actually wanted to include them.

“Last semester, there were very few people in the ‘Fast Track’ line,” Quadri said. “We didn’t offer a great deal back then, and now ‘Fast Track’ is a booming place.”

Long said the new options have changed how she views school food.

“(The food) was very bad before,” Long said. “You didn’t have a choice; you just kind of had to get what was on the menu and you had to get it this way … or you couldn’t get it at all.”

She said although the new line has improved the lunch quality, she recommends the cafeteria work on having enough food for later lunches.

“When you get a late lunch, I’ve heard there aren’t as many options because they’re just gone,” Long said. “I don’t have D lunch personally, but people I know have told me about how they get there … and there’s literally nothing left.”

Quadri said she encourages students to tell the cafeteria staff their feedback on the new menu items.

“I really would like the kids to get more involved because I want to carry what (they) want to eat because I want (them) to eat here,” she said. “I love (the changes) because … it’s nice to go and have exactly what you want in your lunch.”

MIND ON THE MENU
Check out what will be available on the menu next week.

Monday: Chicken Parmesan Pasta, Chicken Parmesan Sandwich

Tuesday: Bacon Cheeseburger Macaroni & Cheese

Wednesday: Chicken Potato Bowl, Chicken Nuggets

Thursday: Cheese Quesadilla Soft Shell Beef Tacos

Friday: Chicken Roe Bowl

*Only available at the main cafeteria

For full menus, visit www.shattuck.org/food-service/menus.

FRESH FOODS

In the main cafeteria, there are menu changes primarily in the “Fast Track” lunch line.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAST TRACK BARS</th>
<th>FAST TRACK OTHER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MON</td>
<td>Italian Beef with Parmigiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUE</td>
<td>Greek Turkey Pita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WED</td>
<td>Homemade Calzones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THU</td>
<td>Grilled Cheese Steak Sandwich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRI</td>
<td>California Turkey Sub</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LOADING IT UP*
Cafeteria worker Amani Saweereh serves students at the Loaded Potato Skins Bar, which is the Monday specialty. There is a different bar every day, which provides a variety of cheeses.

SHRADDHA PANNATH // PHOTO

ELLEN PENG // GRAPHIC
### Want a Manly Man? Want a Classy Lassy? Take This Quiz! Take This Quiz!

#### Which Dessert Would You Get?
- A: FRAPPÉ - IT HAS A LOT OF Energy
- B: ConFitti Dessert - SWEET and SaLLy
- C: A Donut - You have to make sure it is cooked to PerFect
- D: A Vanilla Melted - INGREDIENTS SaNdy
- E: Sälty Caramel [sourced from Ripped in Bandages]

#### What cartoon would you be a part of?
- A: Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
- B: South Park - IT'S LOWNI and a SaLLY
- C: Avatar - I Have a STRONG eFFect on PeoPle
- D: Spongebob Underwater - SaMPlE and AmUSEful
- E: ZAP! Timing is Kittie - I NICELY kicK

#### First thing you notice about a potential mate?
- A: IT'S 1EVE (I Love you Baby)
- B: Their PAssion and IF they can take a joke
- C: Their sense of Humor and FUn
- D: Their looks and wHn
- E: How they Present themselves

#### What would be the theme song of your life?
- A: "Lett Breathe" by Pitbull
- B: "Everything I Do" by Kiiara
- C: "Dance With Me" by Miley Cyrus
- D: "What a Love" by Kie Caba
- E: "CLOSINGup" by ElaFHric

#### What 'famous person' would you be?
- A: Drama queen [So that we know how they keep it!] 
- B: Bring it today - It's a STRONG Love in it
- C: Steven SPF: I am Adventurous, but also INtelligent
- D: Brag or UGLY CSH, I have to keep it

#### What would be the theme song of your life?
- A: "Sugar" [by DRAKE]
- B: "Fingerprints" [by JAY-Z]
- C: "(I Can't Get No) Satisfaction" [by Rolling Stones]
- D: "American Girl" [by Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers]
- E: "U CAN'T HIDE!

#### What 'famous person' would you be?
- A: Lil Kim - I'm so mean that this is how it will be.
- B: Jennifer Lopez - She's so nice to every single person.
- C: Jennifer Aniston - She's so awesome. Never wanting to be seen.
- D: Jennifer Lawrence - She does so good to the Earth
- E: Shannen Doherty - I feel like we have a lot in common

#### What would your daNi's name be?
- A: Charisma
- B: Annes
- C: Brook
- D: Ferrion [sourced from StreetSweeper]
- E: Bria

#### What would your daNi's name be?
- A: Blak, Danna, Cartier and Chrome
- B: Alexandre
- C: Cray
- D: Cina
- E: Cina
It’s something that has affected celebrities and students alike—from Bill Cosby and Prince Andrew to fraternity boys at The University of Virginia. Claims of sexual assault and rape can dramatically affect people’s lives—both the alleged victim and accuser. It brings to the forefront of national discussion the rights of both parties. The ambiguity of these incidents is crowded with blurred lines—lines that must be addressed.

It’s time to talk.

---

**THE REMARKER**
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---

**NEWS**

- New Associate Headmaster introduced: John Melcher, 10/10/13
  (Feature Story)
- Students host National Honor Society event, 10/10/13
  (Story)
- Student government leaders meet with Superintendent, 10/10/13
  (Story)
- Newspaper Design Strategies (Page 3)

---

**LIFE**

- Young Arts
  - Campus art exhibit opens, 10/10/13
  (Story)
- Life in Review
  - Senior class trip to New York City, 10/10/13
  (Story)
- Commentary
  - Opinion piece on the importance of创新能力 in today’s world, 10/10/13
  (Story)

---

**COMMENTS**

- Improving Communication:
  - Academic advising process improved, 10/10/13
  (Story)
- School Board meetings
  - Discussion on the future of the athletic program, 10/10/13
  (Story)

---

**INSIDE**

- News
  - Recent updates on school events, 10/10/13
  (Story)
- Life
  - Student life updates, 10/10/13
  (Story)
- Opinion
  - Editorial piece on the importance of diversity in the school, 10/10/13
  (Story)
- Sports
  - Latest school sports news, 10/10/13
  (Story)
- Page 28
  - Additional content
- Article
  - Research paper on the impact of technology on education, 10/10/13
  (Story)
Show me a good loser, and I'll show you a loser."

Can Haier torn his philosophy on winning an unapologetic defense of his players new haircut.

PAY BACK

PREVIEW

University of Virginia didn't lose in Virginia Tech warfare this season. Their suffocating defense made sure it didn't happen again.

By: Mark Karm Jr.

COMEBACK

The first-year Virginia coach, the Hokies edged a loss last season, his first and only of the season.

By: Christopher Newport

Party in Denver

Fans celebrate the Broncos' victory.

NASCAR OVERHAULS BUSINESS MODEL WITH CHARTERS

Goal of financial stability, but it will outlast folds.

By: Gary Hagen

NASCAR announced a major change in its business model, with a new charter program that will allow teams to own their own chartered teams, effectively creating a new ownership class in the sport.

By: John Green
February
29
the daily break

TODAY IS LEAP DAY, which happens only once every four years. But there is more than one way to take a leap. We feel compelled to highlight some—from literal ones to leaps in arenas of social status, arts and entertainment, and the weather.
Drifting Along

Sea splendor on Turks and Caicos

It's oh so easy to fall under the peculiar spell of Nicaragua's Corn Islands

Taking it slow and simple on Nevis

Who's in it? The Washington Post (front cover)
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The Tennessean
TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 2013 • NASHVILLE
A GANNETT COMPANY

Symphony will play on

Martha Ingram steps in to solve crisis; symphony still must untangle finances

Though the agreement with the local university to create an endowed chair in symphony management has fallen through, the board has yet to determine what strategy to take.

LEARN MORE
Surplus comes from endowment gains, but accession of two large bequests has enabled symphony to add new salaries.

The symphony has started negotiations with the management of the local university to create an endowed chair in symphony management. The agreement was signed in 2011 but never went into effect, and the symphony has yet to determine what strategy to take.

THE CASE FOR TEACHING KIDS PROGRAMMING
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Advocates say more computer coding education will put students on path to success

By Karen Kirk

Children now of computer users whose parents have skills that enabled them to be successful will have a greater chance of success.

STUDENTS

59% Another standard

2% Computer science

JOBS

40% All other

60% Computing jobs

NASHVILLE INCENTIVES ADD UP

The mayor and Metro will continue to expand incentives to keep the production of "Hustle" in Nashville. On TN ONLINE, see options and more at Tennessean.com/creativesound.

Weather • 64° High of 92°, low of 77°. More LIVE TRAFFIC: Tennessean.com/weather. For latest weather and traffic, go to Tennessean.com/weather.

New Generation Funeral Home

New Generation Funeral Home is a family owned business committed to providing the highest quality of care for your family, for a price you can afford. Our funeral facilities offer a wide range of funeral, cremation and burial services to suit your needs.

Tennessean on the go

Mobile Tennessee.com/TN

Email: tennessean.com/contact/
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Making magic from music

Curtain opens on new global film festival

Veterans inspire a new generation in "Honor Flight"
The Washington Post

2 rulings’ legacy: 1 nation, 1 policy
High court’s next term could lose shared oversight less intact
BY RAMONA FORREST

DISTRAUGHT PEOPLE, DEADLY RESULTS
Officers often lack training for interacting with the mentally unstable, experts say
BY WALTER LIEBERMAN

Bush made a bundle after governor’s office

IN THE NEWS

Still ‘ready to fight,’ Christie enters the ring

462
124
People standing to die this year
Universal signs of mental illness
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LEGAL

Roberto Suro says we see immigrants only as future citizens or as candidates for deportation. Big mistake. It’s time for a new system that actually reflects the world we live in.

ILLEGAL

A century ago, the man in the immigrant world was a forefather of the immigrant world of today. But he wasn’t a forefather of the immigrant world of today.

Today we are much more right-wing than we were a century ago. We are much more right-wing than we were a century ago. We are much more right-wing than we were a century ago.

With or without permission, they have entered the country, they have settled in the country, they have made the United States a better place. When they can be deported, they are deported. But they are not being deported from the United States.

One nation, under Mark Twain and Ayn Rand

How hip-hop lost the war on drugs

Get us money to save our kids and get us money to save our kids and get us money to save our kids.

How D.C. became a District of Corruption

A city built on a city with limited power

An American in a World of Wars

A story of adventure, exploration, and survival in a world of wars.

The Washington Post

OUTLOOK

August 1, 2019

5 months without free enterprise.
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CONTENT DRIVES DESIGN
STORYTELLING
RESULTS FROM
VISUAL, VERBAL
PLANNING
TURN SCANNERS INTO READERS
THE

DOMINANT

IMAGE

IS CRITICAL
AVOID VISUAL REDUNDANCY
> HEADLINES
GRAB READERS
WHILE
DELIVERING
INFORMATION
> VARY COLUMN WIDTHS FOR DYNAMIC PACKAGING
UNJUSTIFIED TEXT ADDS VISUAL INTEREST
SIMPLICITY EMPHASIZES CONTENT
LET THE CONTENT BREATHE WITH EXTRA SPACING
CONTEMPORARY NEWSPAPER DESIGN
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